






































































































































































































































??????????????????????? “Aesthetics as science of 
expression and general linguistic”???????????????????
??????????????????????????????
We have frankly identified intuitive or expressive knowledge with the 
aesthetic or artistic fact, taking works of art as examples of intuitive 
knowledge and attributing to them the characteristics of intuition, and 
vice versa.29?
In the aesthetic fact, the aesthetic activity is not added to the fact of 
the impressions, but these latter are formed and elaborated by it. The 
impressions reappear as it were in expression, like water put into a filter, 
which reappears the same and yet different on the other side. The aesthetic 
fact, therefore, is form, and nothing but form.
58 ?????????
From this it results, not that the content is something superfluous 
(it is, on the contrary, the necessary point of departure for the expressive 
fact); but that there is no passage between the quality of the content and 

































We have each of us, as a matter of fact, a little of the poet, of the sculptor, 
of the musician, of the painter, of the prose writer: but how little, as 
compared with those who are so called, precisely because of the lofty 
degree in which they possess the most universal dispositions and energies 
of human nature! How little does a painter possess of the intuitions of 
a poet! How little does one painter possess those of another painter! 






































































































































???????????“Form and Inhalt.” ?????????Form. ?
??????????Form. ???Form. ???????Form. ??????












































































































































































































































































































29? CROCE, Benedetto. Aesthetic as science of expression and general linguistic, tr. from the 
Italian by Douglas Ainslie. London, Macmillan, 1909. P.20
30? CROCE, Benedetto. Aesthetic as science of expression and general linguistic. P.26
31? ??????????3?289-290?
32? ??????????5?166-167?
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Akutagawa Ryunosuke’s Literary View 
and the Influence of Benedetto Croce
Akinori Tachibana
Ryunosuke AKUTAGAWA (1892-1927), a Japanese writer active in 
the Taisho period in Japan, had a highly publicized dispute with Jun’ ichiro 
TANIZAKI over the importance of structure versus lyricism in the story. 
Akutagawa argued that the lyricism was more important than the plot of the 
story, whereas Tanizaki claimed the opposite.
Researchers in recent years thought that Akutagawa’s opinion was a de-
fense of Japanese “I” novel (Ich-Roman) against Tanizaki. But I think their under-
standing of Akutagawa is shallow. Akutagawa expressed his own ideas of literary 
arts unclearly.
Akutagawa thought that a literary art consists of the Form and the Inhalt 
(Akutagawa called the matter Inhalt in German). And the Inhalt consists of the 
Cognitive Element (F) and the Emotional Element (f). Both (F) and (f) were 
indispensable for literary arts and the proportion of (F) to (f) was not become a 
subject of discussion. Akutagawa argued that novels without plots could be cre-
ated. Akutagawa said that the novel without plots was which omitted the Cognitive 
Element (F) as possible and trusted its life to the Emotional Element (f). To Akuta-
gawa, the artistic value of the novel depended on how much (f) the novel had.
This literary view of Akutagawa grew up from 1915 under the influence of 
Soseki NATSUME (1867-1916). In 1919, Akutagawa knew the aesthetics of Itar-
ian philosopher Benedetto CROCE (1866-1952). Akutagawa claimed that the 
art was intuition and expression. This thesis was after Croce’s aesthetic theory. 
In 1924, by digesting the impact of Natsume and Croce, Akutagawa began 
creating his own literary view. Still more, Akutagawa was influenced from some 
young literary critics in the same years. The critics claimed that Japanese lit-
erature needed the New Poetic Spirit. Akutagawa’s literary view was completed 
by getting the impression from this New Poetic Spirit theory. And Akutagawa 
managed to write the essay “Literary, All-Too-Literary.”
